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weather
Sunny and warmer today. High in the mid
60s. Clear tonight. Low
near 37.

April 23, 1982

Residents oppose new housing development
by Al Szabo
staff reporter

What some city officials consider to
be a golden opportunity to fulfill Bowling Green's Housing Assistance Program plan is seen by some residents
to be a rotten egg.
The proposed plan is a 48-unit federally assisted housing development to
be located on Klotz Road (between E.
Gypsy Lane and Napolean Roads). It
calls for 10 units for the elderly, two
for the handicapped and 36 for low-

and moderate-income housing, Wesley Hoffman, city administrator, said.
The plan, which expired in 1981, was
initiated to meet the federal subsidy
housing goal. But these goals have not
been met, Carolyn Limeback, grants
administrator, said.
Although the HAP plan expired, the
city still seeks to carry out its goals of
increased subsidized housing so as to
obtain federal grants for other projects, Hoffman said.
THIS PROJECT would be an impor-

tant step toward meeting those goals
and could provide substantial funding
to the city, he said.
Examples of recent funding are $1
million for the Summit-Enterprise
sewer project and $200,000 for Ward 2
improvements and LaSalle's parking
lot.
But residents in the proposed development area oppose the plan.
Jo Ann Loe; a spokesperson for
neighbors against the development,
said all the neighbors are against it.

Patrick Ng, councilman for the
residents, said 95 people are objecting
to the proposed plan.
One problem is the sewers' ability
to handle the added volume from the
planned development, Loe said.
Residents are afraid sewers will not
be able to handle the extra flow coming from the temporary tap by the
developer, Loe said.
"It's very bad planning," Loe said.
NG ALSO said the sewer facilities
are inadequate.

But, Dave Barber, director of public works and acting city engineer,
said the sewer lines have adequate
capacity to handle the development.
We have done a study that says the
Sresent sewer lines are adequate for
le development," Barber said.
The development will reauire a
pumping station but this will be a
private pumping facility built by the
developer, Barber said. The developer will put $44,000 into escrow for it,
he added.
The tie-in to the present sewer will

last until growth in the area warrants
a new sewer development, Barber
said.
Another concern is the area's increase of population density the development would cause, Loe said.
"THE DEVELOPMENT does not
go along with the character of the
area of single family dwellings," Loe
said. She added that the neighborhood
had six duplexes.
see HOUSING page 4

British announce plans
to avoid armed conflict
WASHINGTON (AP) - With her
warships nearing the Falkland Islands and already poised to recapture
the dependency of South Georgia,
Great Britain handed the Reagan
administration yesterday a plan seen
as a last effort to avert armed conflict
with Argentina.
As Foreign Secretary Francis Pym
outlined London's latest proposal to
Secretary of State Alexander Haig,
British destroyers and troops were
reported near within striking range of
South Georgia, the Falklands outpost
defended by an estimated 140 argentine soldiers.
British defense sources said the
entire 61-ship armada in the South
Atlantic would go on full war alert
tonight when it came within range of
Argentine aircraft.
PYM SAID Britain "will do every:

thing we can to try to find a peaceful
settlement to the dispute."
In London, Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher repeated that "the use of
force cannot be ruled out."
Argentina's president. General
Leopoldo Galtieri, was reported by
his government to be headed for the
Falklands, on his only visit since the
invasion, to "give the final orders" to
the 9,000 troops there.
HAIG, AFTER a marathon round of
talks in Buenos Aires last weekend,
relayed a revised Argentine proposal
to London Monday. Thatcher effectively rejected that offer, and sent Pym
with the counter-proposal.
Sources said, however, that because of the difficulty Argentine leaders had in arriving at a unified
position in the first place, U.S. officials were skeptical that the junta
would enterain any further changes.

Israelis wrestle Jews;
prepare to raze town
Tha Third Annual New Musical Arts Festival kickad off a sarias of parformancas last night at Kobackar Hall.
Today's parformancas ara schadulad for 2:30 in tha Bryant Recital Hall and at 8 p.m. in Kobackar Hall.

RG News photo/Tim Appel

'Lost Atlantis'merges art forms
by Marilyn Rosinski

staff reporter
The compatibility of the art of body
building with modern music and classical dance will be shown tomorrow
night by four weightlifters dancing to
"Lost Atlantis" - a new composition
performed on the synthesizer.
This performance is one creative
element of the Third Annual New
Music Festival, held today and tomorrow at the Moore Musical Arts Center.
Celeste Beerman, production manager, choreographed the number.
"It's a beautiful merging of two
different art forms - dance, music"
she said.
The composer of the piece, Barry
Schrader, is a music professor at the
California Institute of the Arts. Scht rader's credits include an Academy
Award nomination and a book, "Introduction to Electro-Acoustic Music."
BECAUSE HIS prime medium is
electronic music, the tape of his composition will be an authentic reproduction of his sound, Beerman said.

Schrader would not make any suggestions to Beerman on the choreography, leaving the arrangements
completely up to her. She had free
reign - no limitations on her creativity, she said.
"Several times I wanted to seek his
advice," she said. But she held back
and filled gaps with her own ideas.
The University athletes were selected as participants because the
Greeks were very physical people,
she said.
The weight lifters had no previous
dance training but Beerman said she
found them receptive.
"They were agile, flexible and talented, even though dance movements
were new to them," she said. "What
better way than to make use of body
builders to show physicality of the art
form - and weightliting is an art
form."
A MODEL of the temple of Poseidon, the Greek god of the sea. will
serve as a background for the dance
number, with other props enhancing
the effect of the historical time, she
said.

Besides the Atlantis piece, 29 other
new compositions - selected from
more than 500 entries - will be a main
part of the show, she said.
The New Music Festival is the
brainchild of Beerman and her husband, Berton.
After attending similar festivals in
other towns, the Beermans thought
the University could use its facilities
to do a better job with such a show
than other universities had.
"Fortunately we (the University)
have a multi-million dollar musical
facility and a large performing faculty," she said.
THE AMENITIES offered to the
composers - a recording of their
work, audience exposure and the possibility of diverse reviews - make
them anxious to come to the University's festival and perform, she said.
Marilyn Shrude, this year's festival coordinator, said six pieces will be
performed using electronics, the most
in the three years of the festival.
The feature guest composer this
year is Joseph Schwantner, whose
composition "From Dark Millen-

University professor
dies after long illness
Musical zoo
VANCOUVER, British Columbia (AP) — The Greenpeace
Foundation wants a saxophone
quartet to serenade animals at
the Vancouver Zoo, but park commissioners aren't ready to jump
on the bandwagon.
Greenpeace member Walter
Maile said his suggestion was part
of a plan to see whether communicating with animals is possible through music.
But the city's central recreation
services manager, Len Ryan, refused the request, saying he
didn't think horns — the musical
kind, that is — belonged in the
zoo.
"We have had problems with
the animals in the zoo and the
aquarium who have been adversely affected by the playing
of some music," Ryan saldT
'The sea otter, for instance, was
so upset that it could not eat for
some weeks and this caused considerable concern to aquarium
personnel."

University professor Dr. Delmar
Hilyard. 54, of 229 E. Merry Ave., died
at Wood County Hospital at 2:25 p.m.
Wednesday of a lengthy illness, a
hospital spokeswoman said.
Hilyard had been a professor in the
School of Speech Communication here
for 15 years. Last fall quarter, he was
named chair of the Select Faculty
Committee on Academic Staffing and
Budget Planning by Interim President Dr. Michael Ferrari.
After taking a year-long sabbatical
from the University in 1980-81, Hilyard was appointed Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences at the
University of Guam. He was director
of the School of Speech Communication from 1975-77, and was instrumental In converting the former speech
department into a school in 1975.
In 1973-74, Hilyard replaced Richard Edwards as executive assistant to
late University President Hollis
Moore. Edwards had been appointed
director of the Citizens Task Force on
Higher Education created by the
Board of Regents.
HILYARD ALSO was a poet, winning the Kansas City Star Award in
1968. He also was awarded the American Foundation for the Blind Award
for the best college-produced radio

documentary, "Recreation and the
Blind" in 1962.
A former director of the University's Communication Research Center, Hilyard was a member of the
Speech Communication Association,
and a member of the national men's
leadership society Omicron Delta
Kappa since 1975.
He was an assistant professor at
Kansas State University hefore coming to Bowling Green State University, and received his doctoral degree
from Michigan State University. Hilyard completed his master's degree
at Kansas State Teachers College in
Emporia, Kansas, and received his
bachelor's degree from the University of Denver.
He was born in Braman, Okla,
Feb. 21,1928. Hilyard married Shirley
Nelson on June 10, 1950. He is survived by his wife, daughters. Susan,
living in Columbus and Julie, living in
Bowling Green, and son, Scott, also
living in Bowling Green.
On the family's request, a memorial fund has been established with
the BGSU Foundation.
Arrangements are being handled
by Dunn Funeral Home. A memorial
service has been scheduled for 11:00
Wednesday at Prout Chapel.

nium" was commissioned by the MidAmerican Conference Band Directors
Association, it will be played by the
University Symphonic Band, directed
by Mark Kelly, a professor of music
education.
Schwantner's second composition,
"Two Poems of Agueda Pizarro," will
be presented by soprano Ann Corrigan and pianist Shrude.
Schwantner will present a seminar
at 3:30 p.m. today in Bryan Recital
Hall.

YAMIT, Occupied Sinai (AP) - Israeli soldiers wrestled 300 shouting,
weeping Jewish squatters from the
root of an apartment building yesterday, clearing the way for bulldozers
to raze the town before Israel withdraws from the Sinai Desert.
Soldiers and riot police swarmed
ladders and struggled with squatters
for half an hourTThree days before
Israel withdraws from the Sinai, it
was another skirmish in what has
been an unprecedented spectacle of
Israeli soldiers in conflict with Jews.
There were no casualties.
The squatters, who had moved into
Yamit in recent months hoping to stop
the withdrawal from what they regard as Israeli territory, set tires
afire, threw sand and tried to topple
the ladders with poles.

ISRAELI NEWSPAPERS splashed
pictures of the action across their
front pages. The death of Yamit,
pitting Jews against Jews, was traumatic to this nation. But despite the
violent posturing, both sides seemed
at pains to do as little physical harm
as possible.
A spokesman for the anti-withdrawal movement said about a quarter of
the original 2,000 resistors were still
in Yamit 24 hours after the evacuation
began. Spokesman Meir Indor said
many had fled to surrounding dunes
and would try to infiltrate back.
A handful of prominent resisters
have permission to stay until Sunday,
the Sinai return date, if they leave
peacefully then.

see MUSIC page 4

Prostitution troubles Knoxville
KNOXVILLE, Term. (AP) - A week
from the opening of the 1982 World's
Fair, police say they fear an influx of
prostitutes and pimps could lead to
violence and a war for jurisdiction in
parts of this city of 183,000 people.
About 60,000 people are expected to
visit the six-month, energy-theme fair
every day after the May 1 opening.

police department's vice squad for
five years, said 13 prostitution-related
arrests have been made this week.
Five of the women were from Florida.

"WHEN I FIRST got the reports, I
couldn't understand it, because this
(fair) is a very family-oriented
thing." Cameron said. "For the man
who is coming in here with his kids, I
Police in Memphis, St. Louis and really don't think he's going to get
Fort Lauderdale, Fla., have told out.''
Knoxville police that prostitutes from
Authorities - from the city's threetheir cities are headed here, where 95
commercial sex-related arrests were man vice squad to the district attorney general - are worried that in
recorded in 1981.
Don Cameron, head of the city areas saturated with prostitutes, the

jockeying for position could even lead
to killings.
"We don't want a prostitution war
here, like they had in Nashville several years ago," Cameron said.
District Attorney General Ron
Webster, Police Chief Bob Marshall
and Jenkins met Wednesday and
agreed to coordinate enforcement of
solicitation laws.
Marshall, who declined comment
yesterday, suggested earlier his department might send letters to businesses that harbor prostitutes
warning the proprietors they may be
subject to the state's procuring for
prostitution charge, a felonv.

Budget binds safety priorities
by Jean Dlmeo
senior staff reporter

Protection of life and property
are Campus Safety and Security's
main priorities since University
budget cuts have affected its staff,
William Bess, Campus Safety and
Security director, said yesterday.
"We had to re-establish this
year our priorities to fully utilize
what we already have," Bess said.
Safety and Security's staff was
cut from almost 60 employees to 35
this year because of budget cuts, he
said, adding that the police force
has been maintained.
Bess said a crime prevention
program is being emphasized by
the police because of the budget
cuts.
"Students must be responsible
for themselves," he said, adding
they should become familiar with
ways of protecting themselves
against theft and assault.
"WE ARE TRYING to maintain
relations with students in order to

help them protect themselves,"
Bess said. The better informed
students are, the more time police
officers have for their specific duties, he said.
The Campus-Service Officers
program was eliminated this quarter, adding extra responsibuties
for the classified police staff, he
said.
The CSO program was made up
of University students who patrolled campus by foot at night,
checked bike racks and locked and
unlocked academic buildings, Bess
said.
"The students carried flashlights, keys and wore jackets that
identified them as CSO's," he said.
Bess said the police also assist
the city police force in emergencies.
The two security-services unit
officers who were in charge of the
CSO program had to allocate the
responsibilities to the students,
Bess said.
THE NIGHT PATROLS now
must lock buildings, patrol campus

and be ready for any emergency,
he said, adding it is difficult to
establish which has the highest
priority.
Bess said the building maintenance personnel also will help lock
the buildings.
"We do plan to keep the building
hours already established to control the amount of thefts," he said.
Safety and Security plans to
maintain its services with a reduced staff, he said, adding the
staff must take more individual
responsibilities.
Bess said they will continue to
do lighting surveys to see if the
campus is adequately lighted at
"We constantly check the parking lots," he said. "The budget cuts
don't look promising, but they don't
look devastating, either.
"We aren't down to the bare
bones yet," he said, adding that the
staff is still adequate.
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Those happy days
aren't here again

President Reagan is upset with the press. This time
he's peeved at them for placing too much emphasis
on individual cases of unemployment and not giving
enough coverage to the positive aspects of his economic
programs.
Last week he again criticized the press for "creating
such a drumbeat of pessimism" about the recession,
much as he did in March when he berated them for
continually focusing on "some guy in South Succotash"
who had lost a job. The difference between last month
and this, of course, is that the recession is worse,
unemployment is taking its toll on some 9.6 million
"guys," and even the President's staunchest budget
supporters in Congress are beginning to wilt under the
heat of upcoming elections.
The Great Communicator - who always carries some
spare change in his pocket to help explain the state of
the economy to anyone who might ask, and has a letter
from an 8-year-old kid from Pennsylvania close at hand
whenever he needs a state of the union update - is
getting beat at his own game. The only way to reduce
confusing and sometimes conflicting statistics about
declining GNP, rising interest rates, faltering markets
and shrinking tax bases, is to simplify and personalize
them. That's a page from the GC's own book.
In Reagan's recession cum depression, we can all
identify with the unemployed "guy." Very few jobs are
secure nowadays, especially in the Midwest. Employers
demand more wage concessions, threaten to close
plants, and robotize assembly lines, hardly creating the
optimistic atmosphere the President thinks needs to
exist before the recessionary fog burns off.
And if the press cannot see the sun burning brightly
over a statistic such as the percentage of people of
working age who have jobs (57 percent, down from a
high of 59 percent), well, that just proves the Presidents pointy

New music provides aural mixture
There seems to be a gross misconception of what "new wave" and
"punk" music is among American
youth. The public's lack of awareness
concerning this matter causes me
much distress. Journalists in the BG
News inaccurately refer to new wave
and punk music. Currently popular
"album-oriented rock" radio stations
are continually unresponsive to developing forms of new music. In addition, there is virtually no alternative
nightclub scene in Northwest Ohio.

Focus

by Randy Meyers

The United States will never be able
to fairly evaluate new or fresh approaches to rock music if consistently
exposed to conflicting information. A
scholarly publication, the Journal of
Communication (Winter 1982), reports evidence that this confusion
stands in the way of new wave music
being accepted as a major cultural
force. Due also to a personal commitment in the new music field, I am
compelled to offer information that
may eliminate the confusion between
new wave and punk.
A brief clarification of terms is
necessary at the outset. First of all,
new wave and punk are not general
expressions - they are both specific
types of contemporary music. The
Proper general term is "new music."
urthermore, new music is much
more than just punk and new wave.
For example, ska, blitz, rockabilly,
and reggae are also popular entries in
the new music category. Despite the
inherent limitations of labels, the
need exists to define new wave and
punk within this context.
The word punk is used much too
loosely in this country. There are no
more than two dozen people in Northwest Ohio who even resemble punks and these kids are much too rich to
really qualify as "punks." The oppositional extremism of frustrated, unemBloyed, poor British youth prompted
le development of punk rock in the
mid-1970s. The most famous of these
bands are the Sex Pistols and original
Clash.
The current development of punk
characterizes the label "hard core."
The songs are loud, short, fast and
typically express indignant anger.
The style of dancing, thrashing and/or slamming, is consistent with the
agressive punk atttitude. Tattered

clothing, skinheads, black leather,
steel-toe boots, etc., represent the
rebellious punk semblance. Also, the
Sunk scene in this country is primary limited to Washington, D.C., and
L. A. Examples of such bands are Bad
Brains, Black Flag, Fear and the
Dead Kennedys.
Like the word 'disco', the term 'new
wave' is becoming less relevant today. The uptempo derivatives of 1960s
surfing music, which is new wave,
have presently evolved to the point of
not being generalizeable. However,
the attitude that new wave reflects is
fairly distinguishable.
Trie intentional simplicity of new
wave music underscores its appropriateness for dancing. In comparison to
other music, emphasis has been

shifted from meaningful lyrics and
complicated arrangements to a bright
sound and a bouncy, uptempo beat.
Likewise, the style of dancing centers
around fun movements. New wave
clothing compliments this trend by
sporting bright colored fashion and
seemingly pleasant escapes (e.g.,
sunglasses, blue hair, miniskirts,
New wave has become a trend
Cnomenon much like fashion. At
point, "blitz," sometimes termed
the "romantic" movement, which
originated in Europe, is replacing
new wave. Consequently, new wave
music and new wave fashion is already outdated.
The above discussion should reveal
in the minds of alert readers that

most of today's new music is not new
wave or punk. Be careful when placing a label on new music. It is a shame
that England's most successful and
consistant pop/rock bands (e.g., The
Jam, Squeeze, XTC, Clash, etc.) are
incorrectly Labeled and misunderstood before given a fair listen. Chris
Difford, lyricist and member of
Squeeze, later voted best songwriter
of the year by the Rolling Stone critics, asserts that anyone who thinks
Squeeze is a new wave band has not
done their homeowrk (Billboard,
1/16/82). The homework assignment
will be completed when you open your
ears.
Randy Meyers is an MBA candidate
at the university. He is lead singer for
■'The Answer.''
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LETTERS
Understanding rape
is impossible for men
This letter is in response to a letter
to the editor by Norman Heineman,
headlined "Fear of Rape Greater
than Incidences of Act" (BG News,
April 20). Before the radical-feminist
stigma is placed upon me for writing
this response, let me assure you that I
have never written a letter to the
editor for this or any other newspaper
and that I personally feel that the Phi
Delt issue has been over-editorialized
and I am tired of hearing about it.
But! The opinion of Heineman is so
distressing that I can not read and
forget about it.
There were several questions that
came to my mind upon reading the
Heineman letter. In that letter he
said, "Forgive me if I pity those few
women so concerned about rape that
they feel compelled to express their
paranoia in public ink." The first
question is, What ever happened to
empathy? Scarier yet. Is it even possible for men to empathize with
women over such an outrage to womanhood? Before I proceed, I would
like it to be known that this response
is not intended as a personal attack
rn Norman Heineman, but, I fear
t his views echo the views of the
majority of males in our society. How
can he be blamed for his opinion, his
belief that the fear of rape is blown
out of proportion? He cannot be
blamed, because, even if he was sensitive toward the rape victim, he
could never fully understand because
he is a man. According to BGSU
professor, Dr. William Forisha, rape
is extremely demeaning because the
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body is violated and it is the only thing
a person really owns. Very few men
experience the degradation of rape.
Trie only comparable situation I can
come up with is the sudden attack
upon a man and the violent removal of
his genitals.
Men do not know the fear of walking
home alone at night wondering which
tree, bush or car a rapist could be
hiding behind. Men are not afraid of
signing up for night classes or working late at the library. Men are not
inconvenienced because they have to
wait for an escort to walk them safely
home, and then wonder if they can
even trust the escort! Men have not
been repeatedly told since childhood
to be careful, be careful, be careful!
There is no way that men can ever
know the fear, humiliation, guilt,
aloneness, distrust and self-pity that
accompany rape.
Heineman also said that studies
prove that the fear of rape "is greater
than the incidence of rape by a factor
of hundreds, even thousands." Is he
saying that women are being overly
protective of their own well being? Do
not most of us lock our houses and
cars even though few of us will ever
be robbed? Consider, too, the number
of handguns kept for protection's sake
in the home, even though few people
will encounter a need to fire them.
Rape is not the only fear that can be
labeled pervasive.
The last question that came to mind
after reading Heineman's letter has
to do with this desire that we discuss
"more productive and illuminating
subjects ... than those that manifest
paranoia, chauvinism and unhappiness." Why is it his wish to change the
subject from rape to something
"more productive and illuminating?
It is a belief of BGSU historian, Dr.
Lawrence Friedman, that the human
race tends to blank out unpleasantness in society rather than face it.
Sure, rape is an extremely painful
subject; in dealing with rape openly
and honestly, we must face the fact
that there is something terribly wrong
with the society we have played a part
in creating. Then we have to do something about it, though some may feel
it unnecessary. In blanking out rape,
we also blank out the chance of alleviating it from society. Do we blank
out psychiatric help thai rapists are in
terrible need of, and, finally, the
understanding and support that the
rape victim is in dire need of?
what can be done to change the
opinions of men like Norman Heineman? An opinion such as his is the
product of ignorance of the situation.
Has his mother, sister, grandmother,
wife or girlfriend ever been raped?
Have they voiced their fears to him?
Or are they too blanking out their
fears and/or shame? Rape can be a
"productive and illuminating" sub-

ject of discussion too. Workshops,
church groups and classes are available in this town and on this campus
to inform people of the effects of rape
on the victims and they should Be
taken seriously. These groups also
stress openness and honesty about
rape ana a possible means of alleviating it from our lives. Even though
men could never nave complete empathy for rape victims because that
situation is almost foreign to their
gender, surely more sympathy, support and understanding could only
evolve from a greater awareness of
this problem.
Lisa Michael
302 McDonald Wait

Writer offers his views
on the pressing Issues
I'm a God-fearing, red-neck, conservative, Republican, all-American
boy, and I'm mad as hell and I'm not
going to take it anymore! I've been
sitting back and reading the letters to
the News for two years, and it's time
for me to start speaking out on my
opinions of a couple of issues that
people have so avidly written about.
Number one on mv list are the
people who always call for a nuclear
arms freeze. It is amazing that this
campus is full of bleeding-heart liberals. It's a sad day in America, when
people who are supposedly here for a
higher education are so naive as to
believe that the world could ever be
peaceful as they would like it to be. It
would be nice if both Russia and the
United States would engage in arms
reduction, but an arms freeze is definitely out of the question, the Soviets
already have a considerable amount
of their SS-8s deployed in Eastern
Europe, aimed directly at the major
cities of the West. Without the United
States arming our NATO allies, Western Europe is extremely vulnerable to
nuclear elimination. It is true that
nothing could survive a nuclear conflict, but what is to stop the Russians
from rolling over our allies without
our ICBMs there to deter them? Arms
reduction is a great goal for today's
world, but let's face it - how many
Russians could anyone really trust? If
I were Mr. Reagan, I would talk to
Comrade Brezhnev for arms reduction, then come back home and produce more nuclear warheads than the
world could even imagine there being.
Lord, knows that the men of Moscow
would do the same. An arms race is
inevitable, so let's make the best of it
and make the superior deterent. It's
sad, I know, but it is true that the best
protection tor the United States is a
bigger and better bomb.
Another group that should get a real
clue on life is the infamous Women for

Women. Please! What is it with those
individuals? True, the Phi Delta
Theta fraternity was caught up in a
scandal last year, but come on! Nobody, but those few brothers knew
exactly what happened that night.
Maybe it was her own idea? It has
been said before - "You can't rape the
willing!" - and it will be said again.
What is it? Was their popularity falling so low that they thought that this
would be an ideal opportunity to advance their public relations? No, I'm
not in the greek system, and I'm
happy with being an independent, but
why not let sleeping dogs lie? Why
give the whole greek system a bad
name for one girl's mistake? Their
organization has made the News'
Siges, and now everyone knows that
eir coffee klatch exists, so it's time
for them to lay down. Enough is
enough; out of every bushel there are
a few bad apples, but the next time
they start taking a bite of one of them,
they should take a long look in the
mirror first. It sure wouldn't be a
pretty sight, would it?
Well, my spring cleaning is done. I
feel a bit better that I know that the
students finally have a letter that does
not conform with the others. I'm sure
that my letter will not stop the others
from pushing for a freeze on nuclear
weapons or attacking the greek system, but it was not meant to. Everyone has a right to their opinion, such

as this one from a Southern Ohio
Republican.
David Henry
450 Anderson

News' responsibility
Is to all baseball fans
In rebuttal to Mr. Joe Pfeifer's
letter of April 21, I have a few comments for this fan of the "real" team,
the Tigers.
For starters, it is hard to believe,
Mr. Pfeifer, that you ever ever took a
journalism class. Otherwise you
would realize that it is the responsibility of a newspaper to serve all of It's
readers. The BG News has given
fairly equal coverage of the Reds,
Indians and the Tigers since spring
training began.
Secondly, if the News was going to
cover teams based on their proximity
alone, we would be reading about the
thrilling adventures of the Toledo
Mudhens. They are only 45 minutes
away and I'm sure there are more
people attending B.G. that hail from
Toledo than Detroit.
Thirdly, maybe the Tribe won't win
the World Series, but they are already
involved. Every one of the 28 Major
League teams is involved in deciding

who takes part in the November affair. And, Mr. Pfeifer, NAUGHTY,
NAUGHTY calling the Indians losers!! If finishing fourth (in a combined season) and fifth in two seasons
previous makes the Tigers a "REAL"
team, then I'm glad the Indians aren't
that kind of a "REAL" team.
In conclusion, I am totally happy
with the coverage the News gives the
three major league teams followed by
the majority of the students. But, Mr.
Pfeifer. if you would like to hear the
voice of the Tribe fans attending B.G.,
then I propose that the News sponsor
a survey asking the students to adopt
one team that the News could give indepth coverage of everyday.
Jonathan Laube
709 Offenhauer Was!
Jim Kovaca
714 Oflenhauer Waal

RESPOND
The BG News would like to print
your comments regarding
something in The News or anything
of interest to the campus and
community.
Address your comments to:
Editor
The BG News
106 University Hall

by Garry Trudeau
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Health in Focus
Well offers health care choices
by Becky Bracht
senior slaff reporter

Today's society is becoming increasingly concerned with preventive
health. The Well, a campus program
designed to provide health information, is trying to implement this philosophy among University students.
Dr. Steven Feinberg, who is no
longer at the University, began the
program in February of 1979.
"It was started because Dr. Feinberg thought there was a real need on
campus to address the issue of holistic
health," Sharon Kevesdy, a graduate
student working in an administrative
position at The Well, said.
Holistic health deals with the individual as a whole. It focuses on the
intellectual, physical, emotional, spiritual, vocational and environmental
aspects of the individual, she said.
We try to make people aware that
if they have a problem in one of these
areas it will affect the other areas as
well," Kevesdy said.
"THE NUCLEUS if holistic health
is student responsibility," she said. A
student has to care enough about his
health to lead a preventative lifestyle.
If a person goes to The Well with a
problem, counselors will focus on the
whole individual and how their problem is affecting all aspects of their
life.
"We are pro-choice," Kevesdy said.
"We can't make their decisions for
them but we will make them aware of
all their alternatives so they can
make their own choice."
There are 18 peer counselors available to students 27 hours each week.
"All our counselors go through a
selection process the winter before
the year they want to work," Kevesdy

said. Interested students go through
interviews, and candidates take a
class to peer advising.
Kevesdy stressed that these students are not counselors. Students
may discuss their problems with a
Well advisor only once. After this,
they are referred to a University
counselor. Kevesdy said.
"OUR STUDENTS cannot assume
Srofessional responsibility because
jey are not professionals," she said.
"They are trained as peer advisors."
Peer advisors at the Well have
three major responsibilities: advising
students on the phone or in person,
organizing outreach programs or
workshops, and keeping abreast of
new information on holistic health,
Kevesdy said.
Advisors receive academic credit
for the class they are required to
attend as well as for the time they
spend advising.
Senior children's services major,
Julie Sadzeck, is one of The Well's
peer advisors.
"It interested me so I applied to
become a counselor," she said.
Sadzeck helps set up programs in
dorms dealing with rape, stress, birth

control and any other area with heavy
student interest. Well advisors are
responsible for acting as "middle
men", she said; they are the link
between the group that wants a
speaker and the person qualified to do
the speaking.
The problems most dealt with concern pregnancy or sexuality, Sadzeck
said. "One of the main problems is the
increase in the rate of pregnancy tests
downstairs (in the health center),"
she said.
Sadzeck said she receives personal
satisfaction from knowing her advising will direct people to the information they need to solve their problem.
"I REALLY WANT to get involved
with some of the programs we have
this quarter, like stress management,
birth control and the gynecology forum," she said.
While interviewing people who are
interested in working as advisors next
year, Sadzeck said the most important characteristics she looked for
were confidence, openness and the
person's ability to express themselves
easily.
"A person has to be confident in
themselves," she said. "Before they
can help someone else they have to be
positive about themselves."
Kevesdy said she hopes to gain
more student involvement and awareness this quarter along with a greater
commitment from faculty and staff.
"It's going to take a lot before the
University becomes commited to a
holistic health approach," she said.
"Students make the choice of
whether they are going to be healthy
or unhealthy," she said. "We aren't
offering any cures, but we want to
make them aware of decisions and
alternatives available to them."

Phelps' claim of NCAA scandal
supported by BG coach Weinert
by Joe Maglll
sports reporter

On March 27, Digger Phelps, basketball coach at the University of
Notre Dame, said publicly that it took
$10,000 or more to land a top-caliber
collegiate basketball player.
Phelps said this money is used as a
sort of salary, and is insurance
against the player leaving school
early and jumping to the pros. However, Phelps did not name any names,
saying that he would do so only to the
National Collegiate Athletic Association.
When the story spread across the
country, much of the sportsworld was
nitraged. Many said Phelps had no
right to make accusations because he
himself cheats. Others felt the reason
was sour grapes, based on Notre
Dame suffering its first losing basketball season in eight years.
But not John Weinert, Bowling
Green's basketball coach. He sent a
letter to Phelps supporting Phelps'
decision to go public.
"I WROTE Digger a letter which
said, "good for you," Weinert said. "I
support what he did. I think it took a
lot of courage."
Recently, weinert received a letter
from Phelps, thanking him for his
support. As expected, Phelps'
statement has not warranted much
support from other coaches.
Weinert said he felt the coaches
were unhappy with Phelps not because he made the statement, but
because of how he said it.
"I think the coaches are upset with
Digger because he didn t name
names," Weinert said. "They feel
that if you're going to say it, you
better be able to prove it."
WEINERT TOO feels that Phelps
could have done more for the game
had he named names. He said that
without any names being known, the

public will think all coaches cheat,
while Weinert feels that only about 30
percent of the coaches really do.
The cheating, according to Weinert,
does occur fairly often, but he blames
society more than he does the coaches
and the players.
"I'm sure that cheating goes on, but
I think sports mirror the society that
we live in," Weinert said. "How many
people cheat on their income tax, or
Bart in a parkins space reserved for
le handicapped?
"In every aspect of life there have
been people who have been caught
cheating. I don't mean to justify it,
though.
"WHAT IS worse: giving a basketball player $5,000, or being a politician
and taking $100,000 not to perform a
service for the very needy? I don't
know, I think they're both wrong."
According to Weinert, cheating is
more of a problem in basketball than
in any other collegiate sport because
of the numbers involved.
"It's more important in basketbsll
because you need less players to be
successful," Weinert said. "If you
have seven great players, then your
chance for success is much greater.
But in football or hockey or anything
else, that's not enough.'
The BG coach added that he felt any
team that landed Pat Ewing (the
seven-foot freshman that led Georgetown to the NCAA finals) would have
had a great chance at having a good
season.
BUT WEINERT said he doesn't
want people to think that just because
Ewing, or any other great player, was
at a certain school, it was because of
cheating.
"I don't want people to say that
every superstar is at the school he's at
because he got something under the
table," Weinert said. "I think most

players are principled, and look for
more than the best under-the-table
offer."
Phelps said that the paying of players usually involved cash only, and
was usually paid by an alumnus of the
university. That type of system is
very hard to prove, because university funds are rarely used.
Weinert agreed that most of the
payments involved cash. But he did
say he heard a rumor of a player
getting a racehorse when he entered
college, and selling it back for $200,000
upon graduation.
"THERE ARE some coaches that I
could say almost for sure are using
under-the-table practices," Weinert
said, "but it would be so hard to prove
that there's no reason to do it."
Weinert added that he too feels the
alumni are responsible for payment,
but that the coaches are always
aware that it is occuring.
Weinert said he has never seen any
cheating first-hand, but that doesn't
mean he never faces it while recruiting players for Bowling Green.
When you recruit, you sometimes
get fairly close to a player," Weinert
said, "and he may say he's not going
to your school because he'll get such
and such for going somewhere else.'
SO PHELPS makes the public
statement and soon most fans are
made aware of cheating in college
basketball. But what good did the
Notre Dame coach really do?
"It certainly will make people
aware of it," Weinert said, "but I
don't know what good will come of it.
The NCAA has done a good job of
trying to stop it, but it is just so hard
to stop.
"The answer would be for everyone
to police themselves, but that's just
about impossible. That's like asking
everyone to be good."
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SENIOR CHALLENGE '82

French visitors note culture quirks

Celcrbrate The Past Years
By Making Improvements for
Years to Come

by Cheryl Hubcr

Petitions for
USG PRESIDENT,
VICE PRESIDENT and
REPRESENTATIVES
AT LARGE are due

FRI. APRIL 23
Information and Petitions are
AVAILABLE in 405 Student Services
USG ELECTIONS MAY 4 & 5

Although it may not be
enough to be considered a
case of culture shock, several visitors to the University this quarter are
finding it different from
their homes across the sea.
"Almost everyone at
this University dresses alike -sport shirts, sweaters
and blue jeans," Pierre
Arzel, one of 82 students
from Nantes, France,
studying business at the
University this quarter,
said.
The biggest difference
Arzel said he notices in
American and French students is their grooming
habits.
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TOLEDO,Ohio (AP) -A
warping in the spray hetds
of an auxiliary cooling system at the Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station could
keep it out of service for up
to four more months, the
operating company said
yesterday.
The same problem has
been detected at a nuclear
plant near Sacramento,
Calif., and a plant near
Seneca, S.C., will be examined for the warping on
Saturday.

Meadowview Court
Apartments

3D

g You Can Receive One FREE
u Voter Registration card all
2 this week

"OUR CULTURE is different because everyone
develops a unique style of
dress which is unlike that
of anyone else," he said.
Another difference Anzel noticed is the amount of
time spent in class.
"The average French
student spends approximately 22 to 25 hours a

furnished of untumiahed
Hours: Mon.-Frt. 9-12 • 1-6
1 Bdrm: Unfurn $250 2 bdrm: Unfurnished; $285
Furrtahed; $270
Furnished; $286
LanrjqrdPaya Utilities Landtord Pays QM Heat
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Resident Pty» Beetle Ugrrto
Furnished; $225
Ettioeocies:
Landlord Pays Gas Hest Unfurnished; $200
Resident Pays Elec
Furnished; $226
■-Wits
Landlord Pays All UUMee
• Laundry fac«0es available •Gishttt
• Swimming pool • Party room
e Game room • Sauna

m

FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE

week attending lectures,"
he said. "Students on this
campus have so much
more free time."
The 82 French students
are required to spend one
■quarter at the university
taking three business
courses and one elective.
Their grades transfer to
their business school in
Nantes.
Laurence Barenton, a
finance professor in
Nantes, is observing the
University's business
courses. She said the methods of teaching in America
are lax compared to those
in French universities.
"I FEEL that American
students do not take their

studies seriously enough,"
she said. "They should be
better prepared before
they attend lectures. They
should also be assigned
about twice as much homework. I think it is just too
easy here."
Barenton said the atmosphere in American classrooms is informal
compared to that in
France.
"In France, an instructor would never think of
allowing students to address them on a first name
basis," she said. "If you
would do that in France,
your students would lose
all respect for you - as a
teacher you would be ruined."

Davis-Besse powerless

DALLAS V

Comer of Heatherdowns G Reynolds
(Toledo!
College l.D. Night (No cover witr- I.D.)
Tuesday April, 27
featuring
Wheatfield Band Live at 9:00 p.m.
Wednesday April, 28 is
Wild Turkey flight with Wheatfield
FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE

"American students
seem to value physical appearance to a greater extent," he said. "For
example, they spend a lot
of time brushing their hair
and putting on makeup.
And in the end, most of
them look alike - blue
jeans and more blue
jeans."
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Come to The U.A.O.
Rummage Sale

An engineer of the Toledo Edison Co., which
runs the Davis-Besse
plant, said the warping of a
10-foot circular metal box
that functions like a
shower head did not affect
the overall auxiliary feed
water system.
Davis-Besse has been
out of service for maintenance and refueling since

March 13, and the problem
was discovered during the
maintenance work. The
plant initially was scheduled to return to service in
June.
However, a Nuclear
Regulatory Commission
spokesman said yesterday
that agency was not certain of the severity of the
problem.

SPECIAL SUMMER
RATES
(furnished 2 bedroom}

HAVEN HOUSE

PIEDMONT

only $500.00 forlhe
only $400 00 for Ihe
entire summer
""'''" summer
Houses. Efficiencies. & Rooms

CALL 352-9378
Rental Office Located At The
New Chertywood Health Spa

Court Yard Between Prout and Hayes. Come SeeV^ftfeasures You Can Dig Up!
**&^m*—**n

. . . from Page t

Concerts are scheduled
for 10:30 a.m. and 2:30
Sm. today in Bryan Reci1 Hall and 8 p.m. in Kobacker Hall. Concerts also
will be presented at 2:30
p.m. tomorrow in Bryan
Recital Hall and 8 p.m. in
Kobacker Hall.
EACH CONCERT will
Gresent different composions so all 29 works may
be presented, she said. All
festival events are free and
open to all.
A seminar on music
marketing will be moderated by Donald Wilson,
College of Musical Arts
faculty member. Panelists
include Roger Grieve,

■ . . from Page 1

The site of the proposed
development is zoned for
planned residential development, Hoffman said.
This zoning allows for
single family dwellings, as
well as low density apartment buildings and small
shops, including neighborhood goods and retail
stores, Hoffman said.
Although Ng and Loe did
not deny the development
meets the zoning requirements, they did say apartments are not required to
be located there.
Loe also said the planned
development could house
more than 100 children,
which would put a burden
on the local schools.
Another resident said the
planneu development
would not add to the property value of the neighborhood.

They must be returned by May 7, 1982
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HOFFMAN SAM) the
city has no basis for denying the project, if the developer, Showe Building,
Inc., meets the engineering requirements and
the plan is approved by
Council.
The Planning Commission rejected the proposed
development. Threefourths of Council are
needed to approve the project.
Council will hold public
hearings on the development on May 17 at 6:30
p.m.

Spacious two bedroom, furnished apartments for
'82-'83 school year Gas heat and cooking paid,
(Residents pay electric only.) Central air condi
Honing, close to campus, stores and movie
theaters.
Three and four person rates still
available. CALL NOW!
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835 High St.
Rental Office Located at the
New Cherrywood Health Spa
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1982 - 1983 BOARD
President
Rick Reeder
Vice President
Bob Nagy
Committee Coordinator
Mary Myers
Directors at Large
Shelley Ashley
. .
Don McMichael
Administrative
Ann Garapic
Campus Films
Connie Wing
Exhibits
Karen Reese
Games
John Davis
Mini Courses
Jim Nakagawa
News & Views/Lectures Marcia Sloan
Outdoor Recreation....... Jeanne Papell
Performing Arts
Lisa Petrovich
Public Relations Joyce Gordon
Publications Dave Zeh
Publicity Linda Haverstraw
Side Door Entertainment...Ralph Gillespie
Special Events
Stephanie White
Travel
Mary Zofko
Congratulations and Get Ready!!!
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Loe said the inclusion of
subsidized housing does
not affect the neighbors'
decision to oppose the development. It is not an
attempt to be discriminatory or prejudicial, she
said.

1520 Clough St • Rental Office
Phone 352-0164
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Harvey Sollberger, Pulitizer Prize-winning composer, will present a
master class in 20th century flute literature at 9
a.m. tomorrow.
Sollberger's new work,
"Angel and Stone," was
the commission for the
1982 festival. The premier
performance will be
C-ed by flutist Judith
tly and Shrude tomorrow night.

•University Village Apartments:
-University Court Apartments |

is accepting applications

for the 1982-83 Court Staff
Applications are available in
405 Student Services Bldg.

WGTE-FM, Toledo;
James Lauth, Composer
Recordings, Inc.; Michele
Johns, University of Michigan; Barbara Zuck, Columbus Dispatch; and
Jeffrey Bishop, Oxford
University Press.

Housing

STUDENT COURT

SIBS
MAGIC NIGHT

Saturday, April 24

Music—

Thanks To The 1981 - 1982 Board
For a Job Well Done.
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BG set to host MU in 'crucial' four-game series
by Joe Menzer
sports editor

It is still early in the
Mid-American Conference
baseball season - almost
too early for any games to
be considered absolutely
crucial.
Almost, but not quite.
After dropping its first
three games of the MAC
season to Ohio University
in Athens last weekend,
Bowling Green's baseball
team now faces such a
series against Miami, at 1
p.m. today and tomorrow,
at Steller Field.
The Falcons traveled to
Athens last weekend with
high hopes of at least splitting with the Bobcats, but
Olf pretty much dominated the series and took
three straight.
"It's a new week. If we
can bounce back and win,
we'll be right back in the
hunt for the (division) title.
If we don't, we're probably
going to struggle for the
rest of the conference season," BG coach Don Purvis said.
THE FALCONS already
trail OU, the eastern division leader, by three full
games. That makes this

weekend's series with MTJ times is also a big factor.
all the more crucial, con- Either team is always casidering the Bobcats are pable of blowing out the
scheduled for a four-game other one, but usually that
set at Toledo.
is not the case."
UT is just now opening
AFTER LAST weekits MAC schedule, and a end's debacle in Athens,
faltering Rocket pitching where the Falcons had just
staff makes it highly un- 12 hits and scored only four
likely that they will come runs over the three games,
close to sweeping the red- it would be hard to imagine
hot hitting Bobcats, even in BG blowing anyone out.
Toledo. But a UT-OU split
But that was before this
coupled with a BG four- week, 'when BG's bats
game sweep would vault boomed for the first time
the Falcons back to within since the Falcons returned
one-half game of the top in from Florida. In non-conference doubleheaders
the Bast.
against Cincinnati and DeNonetheless, even Pur- troit, the Falcons scored
vis acknowledges that a seven times as many runs
sweep of the Redskins this as they did last weekend.
weekend would be diffi- BG upped its overall recult.
cord to 13-11-1.
"I think you have to rePurvis said he was especially
pleased with his
alize how difficult it is to
win three of four MAC team's offensive showing
games, or for that matter, in its sweep of Detroit. In 8four of four," Purvis said. 6 and 12-11 wins over the
"You have to go out and Titans, the Falcons belted
?lay them one at a time. six home runs and colou just have to play hard lected 25 hits. That, howand see what happens.
ever, was not what pleased
"Generally, conference Purvis most.
games are close enough
"At some point in both
that I think a break here or games we fell behind and
there will decide at least came back. That is what
one of the games. Whoever was most encouraging,"
makes mistakes at critical he said.

The Falcons found
themselves down bv
much as six runs twice
;wfce in
the second Detroit game,
but a seven-run rally in the
seventh inning erased an
11-5 Titan lead to give BG
the sweep.

Purvis has tabbed junior
righthander Roger McDowell as his starter in
today's opener, a game he
said he considers the most
crucial of the series.
'WE'RE SENDING our
best guv out to the mound.
We expect to win," he said.
"If you don't win that first
game, it could throw the
momentum the other way
for an entire series."
At the outset of the season, pitching appeared to
be BG's strength. But the
Falcon pitching staff has
been depleted by academic
problems and injury.
Roger Achter, who had a
sore arm anyway, and
freshman fireballer Jim
Phelps were both declared
academically ineligible,
while junior Dale Gregory
has come up with a sore
arm.

MATT BEST, Rick Mor?an, Larry Arndt and Bob
ielinski were among the
hottest hitting Falcons,
and Purvis said that he
hopes they continue to hit
as well today and tomorrow.
Best, a freshman, had a
single, two doubles and two
home runs in the two
games, while Zielinski also
had five hits and two home
runs. Morgan, who also hit
well earlier in the week
against Cincinnati, added
a homer and Arndt, another promising freshman,
had three hits including a
round-tripper and a double
in the second game.
Chris Schuping and H.J
Smith, the only two Falcons to hit decently at OU,
also continued to hit well
this week.
"If we can get them all
hitting on the same cylinder at the same time, we'll
be tough," Purvis said.

Gregory should be back
to "100 percent within 5-7
days," according to Purvis, and will be available
for limited relief duty this
weekend.
"I would prefer not to
use him this weekend if I
can get away with it," Purvis said. "But (our pitching) is spread a bit thin

Falcon ruggers rule Mid-American roost
The Bowling Green
men's club rugby team
ended a seven-year MidAmerican Conference
championship draught by
defeating Miami, 15-7, last
night in Columbus, to capture the 1982 MAC rugby
title.
It was the third straight
year that the BG had met
MU in the MAC rugby tournament finals, but the
Redskins were the victors
in the previous two meetings. Both teams qualified
for the finals last weekend
in Athens, but a shortage of
officials at that site made
it necessary to postpone
the finals until last night.
A fierce wind played a

big part in the game's outcome, according to BG's
Roger Mazzarella, who
said, "once we got the wind
to our back, we controlled
the game."
IN THE first half, however, the wind aided the
Redskins. MU's John Kaczarmarsky put the 'Skins
on the board first with a
penalty kick for a 3-0 MU
lead. Teammate Marty
Triniko added MU's only
try toward the end of the
half to give the Redskins a
7-0 edge at intermission.
WITH THE wind at their
backs, the BG ruggers
quickly utilized the foot of
leading scorer Mike Harrington to take the lead.

Howard s Club H

Harrington booted three
penalty kicks to give BG its
first lead, 9-7.
Then, with the ball at the

one-yard line on a line-out, across the goal line for a
BG's Wayne McClain got try. Harrington's two-point
the ball and passed it to conversion gave the FalMarty Moran, who dived cons more points.

right now. That's too bad,
too, because I think the
rest of our game is starting
to come together."
Skip Federici will start
the second game today,
Purvis said. Probable BG
starters for tomorrow are
Jim Locker and Scott
Stella, but Purvis added
that freshman Bob Ellenbest and Gregory also may
be used.
The Redskins, who are
8-13 overall and 2-2 in the
MAC's eastern division,
are expected to start lefthanders Dan Gilene and
Kevin Davis today. Righties Randy Usenick and
Chuck Warden are probable starters for tomorrow's
twinbill.

RICHARD
PRYOR

LIVE ON THE
SUNSET STRIP
FRI&SAT
7:45 PM
SUN. A'
8:45 PM

$,

A!T! H
-AN EROTIC BfAUTV!*L OacrSTTK

"OOSSY PORNO THAT
DELIVERS!"
«.,

*SO HOT IT HURTS !*
a** o«>i'«» axan

-BRINGS A NEW CWC
TO PORN!"
»w • WaWao* / * •«>

"LUSHLY EROTIC!"

Learn the
Culinary Arts
of India at the

Sign up by Mon. April 27
in the: UAO OFFICE
3rd Floor Union

ONE LOW PRICE

TUES: Kamikazes

nocover

THUR: Draft Beer
CONTACT
LENStS"

THE BGSU
WEIGHT CLUB
Proudly Announces Its
New Officers the 1982-83
School Year

President-Paul Tunks
Vice PresidentsJohn Adgate
Gary Kishbaugh
Secretary-Charles Bevter
Treasurer-Dave Miller

featuring:

Btirliiiqloii Optical INC

4 WINNER
ACADEMY AWARDS
Chariots ofrtre is a wonderful film.
INCLUDING II will thrill you and delight you and,
BEST PICTURE oeru possibly exalt you to tears. A
5■ rare film that will surprise uou with
its beauty a„d magnificence ol
- spin I

•ALL 2 bedroom
•furnished
*A/C available at 8th St
•tenant pavselec. at FM,516.Frazee

*
%>

$&

<**V'
<*•

•

d*
v■*►*

*»\*

AT
UPTOWN
IS BACK!!!

850 Sixth St.at South College

ot ^

<**><*

+h»S

«*

"V ■S.

Beatles, Stones, Lovin' Spoonful,
Monkees, Doors

2 bedroom furn apt.
2 full baths

cable vision-dishwasher
4x10 storage locker

11-3 call 352-3841 or 354-1120

*r,°*>s

ALSO "BEST OF THE SIXTIES"

ROCK LEDGE MANOR

BOGGS REAL ESTATE

fc0

»s

Now leasing for Fall 1982

Owner pays heat and water
$535,00 plus elec-month-4 man

1

e THEATRE•

MAURER-GREEN RENTALS
224 E. Wooster St.
352-0717

1616E. WOOSTER STADIUM PLAZA 3153 SYLVANIA TOLEDO
195 s REYSol l>-> TOLEDO
BOWLINGGREEN 352-2533
472-1113
38: IPJO
lEYES I XAMINED BY DR KENNETH O. BARKER OP. ALL MAJOR CREDI. CARDS WEI COME J

AoWisor-Dr^tephei^unn

CLA-ZEL

ALL SEATS
ANYTIME

1-2 people $175/mon.
3-4 people $225/mon.

Guaranteed No Finer Lenses
Available at Any Price

t^JjrL4T£

AT7:30&9:30 .^tV^Jfel! .
"SAT. MAT. 2:00 SUN. MAT. 2:00&4:00

SUMMER LEASES
AVAILABLE
FRAZEE AVE APTS
516 E. Merry Apts
803-815 8th St.
RIDGE MANOR APTS
FIELD MANOR APTS

■

MON: Margaritas

SUN. MAT.
2:0044:00

SAT
2:00

LIIARIOTSOFFIRE

PRESENTS.

april 22, 23 & 24:

AT
7:30&9:30PM

(PGl

Mon. April 26
6:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
Admission $1.00

FINE LINE :

WALTER
ANNMATTHAU MARORET
Libby Tucker hitchhiked from Brooklyn
to take Hollywood by storm.

AT7:30&9:45PM
SAT MAT. 2:00
UN MAT. 2:0044:45

INDIAN COOKING
WORKSHOP

11

FIRSTTHKRE WAS THE GOODRYEGIRL;
THEN •ONLY WHEN I LAUGH
AND NOW

tncd to him should
happen to you.

KmnSmtofs WABC IV

NOW SHOWING
THRUSUNDAY
^

STALMVM CINEMA 1*2
■ iffMrWJMa&-tgttttfeggBl

Saw»25.
mi I IK "uliM iilli-.i Km::-

u're ready! For the biggest and
the best that life has to otter And tor
the college ring that will speak volumes about you—and your achievements—lor years to come.
What's more—you can afford it!
Because now, tor a limited time you
can order from the entire ArtCarved
collection ot 14K gold collage rings
and save $25. Come and see the
exquisitely crafted styles—from the
Data:
April 21-23

Tim*:
10-4

Depceit Required MasterCard or Visa Accepted

MONDAY NIGHT APRIL 2STH

classic to the contemporary. And
choose the ring and custom options
that most eloquently express you.
Now is your time to get what you
deserve And remember—nothing
else feels like real gold.

/IKMRVED*
^CLASS RINGS INC

■1ac*>! University Bookstore
Hours: Monday-Friday, 8:00 - 5:00
Saturday, 9:00-5:00
r 1M9 UtCvvM CM* n«g» K

NO COVER
SLAMMER ft DRAFT NI6HT

C The BG N.wa/Aprll 23. 1982

CLASSIFIEDS

Cknvt^d rom or* 40' oe< W |1 » MINIMUM. »OlD TYH W n*rg p*> od
Ai*-o«-»aWy JJ K) 30 tpotn pt« l<n*
CAMPUS/OTt IVINTS uV.nyi loi <*>n (yol.t. puN* Mf«ct Qthwt-M -,,.( be -W"rO

Cindy. Thanks tor al your support
and understanding through theae drthcuB hmes I wal always ramambar
you. Thanks tar al the wonderful
memories Love ya. Gary

Otacfi«e *o» aM '.w-ngi n 3 don bt*c«e putf-to'ioo o* 4 00 p m F'tdoy oUp* ••, the
<Modf>na lo« 'h« Tuevtoy dAtOn
Cttnbittd hym> o<e av^lQb*e gf th« QO N«wj oH>ce IQ6 U"'.fs', Ha

Dawn,
Your the bast roommate anyone
could ask for I hope you have a
HAPPY BIRTHOAY1
Me_

CAMPUS/CITY IVINTS
ABORTION
TOLL FREE
• ■00 AM. - 10:00 » M
1-800-4 Je-3550

Good Morrwnrj. Apr! 23
SKrOIVMO
First Jump Course *v«ry Saturday
end Sunday. Jump the Mm* day
your train For more mtormatlon.

Dear Earl Just wanted to let you
know I Love You Casanova Country

Sa

FOUND—Mala hoar kitty in vicinity ol
OtTenrtauer Towara 6-7/moe old
vary srTscnonaM PK 354 1168
Found Umorees m phona booth rn
Unrverelty Hal Aim) 20 Stop by BO
Naws ottlca and descree 106 Urn-eisiry_Mal
FOUND-UmPrees m Moeetey Hal
4>20/62 Describe and claim Can
3721719
LOST Double pearling witn imitation
rMmono* Loal « MSC ladraa bath
room Graat sentimental value REWAHO' Judy Blourjr. 372-4168
LOST: amal an gray lamala cat win
out a coaar Vaaow eyea Loal m
ncmrty ol E Marry SI 4 8/82
Please cat 392-4583 or 152-17*0.

SERVICES OFFERED

CUSTOM RACQUET STRINGING
Quick 4 OuaraMaad. LOW PRICES'
CALL MCK 171-tmi
I* PING
casaertehone papara. mrac
3520635

Amy
Good luck rn ma Pn> Tau
Basketball Queen Contest and
Happy 19th Birthday"!
Lov Always. Pawd

JUD. glad to hear your B D was tun
My thoughts were with you but the
rest with me PSEUDO Amer G-g
HEY dtd your lather go away for a lew
weeks about 6 summers ago7 I hear
YES' Love popcorn A choc ce
cream FOREVER

Froe Ft— F'M voM registration
FREE
FREE UNION OVAL
FREE FREE 104 FREE FREE
VOTE
DEBBIE SVOBODA
FOR
REPRESENTATIVE-AT-LAROE
MAY 4TH ANO STH

PERSONAL
ADAH Trranaa lor M the good times
and wonderful fnandatrrpa theae past
two years Baal ol ruca at ma Beta
500 Love ya al. Gary

Jemea E. Oaydosr. congratulations
en your |oo offer frean C.F. AJr
Fraight1 The 4 yaara of hard work
pakdoffll

Do you -JOfoy SIMPLE PLEASURES'1
If so. com* -n and regtstt' to •« a
Hot Tub Party tor you and up lo •
oo«n frwnds Om •nlry torm lot
•acripurcrwMOver S5 D< awing May
14

pan raoHerd ■ratter al 88M480.

LOST AND FOUND

H—O—O—O-L-Y COW J.D.I ao
you say you do everything better than
me" WelthtfriiaybeaoilyoulKa
Aimeden (yuk1). njrned tapes loops')
or smiling O/srnkns (sorry Mario but
we DID hail), or maybe strawberry
decgueries (no thanks), or Wooster
Cotege at 3 00 am (are you sure
you passed drivers etf?) Sure I may
bum a taw potato aluns (WHAT
THE ) but oooh those Lemon Merangue pfcM (YES THArs SO') Wei
II Mt you tomonow (I'M SO
HAPPY), rt starts at 7 00 so II sea
you around 9 00
L YVES P S
You re batter than Miarn. so break a
leg (arm'') and don t forget your
glasses
____

BEAR-NAPPINOI Masxg a 8"
Dear goaa by name L B ILrMa Bea-I
Batek ft a-rete colonng Any tnformahon leading 10 racovary ol L B wi be
rewarded Contact Jack in 237 B A

J A O -MIRACLES NEVER CEASE
ARE VOU SURPRISED' IT WASN T
THAT BAD WAS IT* THANK YOU
FOR A GREAT ONE I LOVE YOU1
SIC
PREGNANT AND UNWED'
Teacher with counseling degree is
interested m heipaig you it you rmaa
help or just someone to la* lo caH

HAPPY BIRTHDAY NANCY AND DIANE' YOU'RE TWO OF THE BEST
FRIENDS 215T COULD HAVE
MAKE THIS THE BEST WEEKEND
EVER' FROM 215 TREADWAV

352-8326

Happy Hours 4 7 30 p m
Speoafc.-Spec.al3 Spec**
LONGBRANCH SALOON 352 37Q3

ANNE Your loving care and understsnomg Itva year has maanl so
much1 You re the BEST'1 Love Karen

Register to vote In Wood Countv
10 4 Umon Oval
tram Umv Hat

HAPPY 1fTH BIRTHDAY
PAWN LOOOEH.i

AC.
Hope your ".n-eoncert" perty Is s
success. Have a great weekend. I
Love you. C.W

H6Y BUDDY can you spare 5 mmut«6' That's how long it lakes to
beoome a registered voter

THE DAILY CROSSWORD PCIZZLE
i
6
10
'4
15
16
"
IB

19
20

22
23
24
28
31
33
34
36
37
41

44
45
46

ACROSS
Heap up
Talks in a way
Stowe heroine
and others
Lunar feature
He. Lai
Some television
shows
Close, in poetry
'ounsi town in
Norway's fiord
country
Kukla's friend
Barbara Stanwyck
weetern series
(with ■'The")
St annum
Foretell. Scottish
style
Shoulder blade
Esthetic arrange
mem
Eernes of opera
lore
Let sleeping
ctoga— "
Bin or scuttle
Pet* of fiction
Chalkboard
accessory
William Boyd role
in scores of
westerns
Rec room furniture
Writer Yu tang
Therefore, to
Ovid

47 Ending with tetra
or pen I a
48 Existence
50 Bridge defeet
51 Enrage
55 Chine items
57 Grassy tract
58 Pays a visit
63 Padrone s money
65 Init s on outside
of s love letter
66 Honshu city
67 Cry like e calf
68 Mountain mass
near Lake of
Lucerne
60 Annoyed with
70
Perpatua.
Idaho's motto
71 United
72 Does m

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
6
9
tO

DOWN
Horse
Type of skirt
Give
up
Certain Europeans
Shoulder covering
garment
Chuck Connors'
western series
(with "The")
beide (both
oftham)
Rialto feet urea
Theo school
Small creature

°1982 Los Angeles Times Syndicate

ii Love or taste for
curios
12 Make use of
13 Medicinal plant
21 Pasquinades
26 Puts In order
28 Put on
27 Collective
vegetables
28 German exclama
trons
20 Mathematical
square
30 Deck or recorder
32 Geometric figure
component
35 Congressman at
38 Titles
30 Informal
superiority
40 Indian peasant
42 Poncede
43 Cesar Romero
rofe
49 Salts and Downs
51 "
Seeing
You'
52 Simon and others
53 200 milligrams
54 PoetMarkham
56 Strong fiber
50 Craze
80 Nothing Sp
61 Roger
62 One-time ball
team
64 From
Z
65 Rialto sign

■
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2 M miles wanted to share 4 man
apt 82-83 sen yr Ooee to campue
S125'mo pruautl Cal 352 5805
M LOOKING FOR APT TO SHARE
WITH 2 OR 3 RMTES FOR 82 83
SCH YR RELATIVELY CLOSE TO
CAMPUS WITH REASONABLE
RATES ALSO INTERESTED IN APT
FOR SUMMER SESSION CALL
MIKE 352 4211
S85/M0 PLUS UTIL FOR YOUR
OWN BORM IN A LARGE HOUSE
SUMMER CALL CATHY 352 0522

VOTE
DEBBIE SVOtOOA
FOB
REPRESENTATIVE-AT-LAROE
MAY 4TH AND STH

HELP WANTED

20% OFF all cord snorts for guys »
gels. Aas't. cotors
grey, coral ft
mint. Jeans-N-Things. 53t I
St

Attention Business Students Nation
sty known company interviewing students for summer work program High
profit 4 great experience For *wervieweppta . caa354-2l3B
BALLET S TAP DANCE TEACHER
CALL VIVIENNE S DANCE STUDIO

WANTED

889-3723

F RMTE WANTED FOR SUMMER 1
NEXT YEAR FURN APT AC I
BLK FROM CAMPUS SI00 MO
PLUS UTIL CALL 352-5658

Needed— Artists poets. & musicians
for Arts Festival May 7 interested
cal Debra at 352 2973 or Lon 3725385 Leave name and number

F. ROOMMATE-FALL SEM APT
ACROSS FROM HARSH QUAD.
Only SI25'Mo. Call 2-4773 or 2-4l2(

FOB SALE

M. rmfa Sum A Fan Own roomS150.5ummar Ca> 353-3085

ForV gurlar. PENCO modal A-12.
excal cond . $190 PH (419)2373148 early 7 am or after 7pm unN 12
pm

NEEDED 1 4F ro sublaaae 3-Mrm
nouaa lor summer $85 mo plus
util lurn.S Sumnvl Ca>372-6725
or 372-3374
2 F rmlea neerjed Summer onr/
8lh St apli S70 mo plus alec Call
■Wrjy 372 3472 or Pan 372 3350
1 F RMTE FOR SUMMER ONIV
NICE APT NEAR CAMPUS DESPA
RATE CALL ANNE 372 1118

Oarage Sale! Books drahaa cN
dron s clothes, cosectibtes. etc ate
April 24 601 Wasl Gypsy Lane B G
KING TRUMPET FOR SALE VERY
GOOD COND WITH 2 MUTES
$200 OR BEST OFFER 372-3058
Share rn Bowling Green based frying
bkis. CI82 lull IFR Cal 1419)4229341
77 Oka Omega v-6 53 700 Body
cond excel Attend coeege-must
sel Bast offer 352-0350

APPLICATIONS
Are now being accepted for
31

3t

|
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65

««

68

M

H
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Yamaha Turntable w/8 1 O Cartridge
Like new $100 Cal Rttk alar 5
352-7005
GIRLS 10 SPEED SCHWtNN
GOOD CONOfTlON PRICE
NEGOTIABLE CALL 352-6790
10 X 50 2 bdrm moMe home
Excel cond Lot 64 Gypsy Lane
362 5325 or 352 2233 5 9 p m
Two 3-apeed Raraigh sport btcydaa
26 inches 1 boy. 1 gal $100 each
Cal 352 5096 after 5pm
TJrXnCK APOLLO HATCHBACK.
lUMWOOF. STEREO VERY GOOD
COHOITION. 1S2-3842.
'79 0atsun 210 4 spaed
Enoasanl condition S3.700
Cal 362-2766 after 6pm
FOR SALE 2 brown htghbeck van
chairs EC $225 CRANK-UP SUN
ROOF $46 Cal John 352 2764
Datsun 420Z Graat Shape
Cal Scott after 5
352-0122
1N0 BMW R-M. Vetter faking.
Krauaar begn 1 trunk. 352-5343
172-2111 ait. 241

APARTMENTS
3 4 students
HOUSES
7-8 students
SINGLE ROOMS near campue 9 mo
leases Ph 352-7386

THUFtSTON APTS
AIR CONO .
FULLY CARPETED. CABLE VISION.
EFFICIENCY
LAUNDRY FAOUTIES NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER
(FALL 451 THURSTONAVE 3528438
•24 SIXTH ST. APTS. 2 bdrm. tuHy
fum.apts Nora leasing tor Fall *
Summer $450 tor entire summer
Quarter Fall $420 a month. Irv
chrdas heat $ water. Carl 352-4048.
STUDENT APARTMENTS
3 btka off campue FALL > SUMMER
TOM 352 4671 AND 352 1800
APARTMENTS-2 BORM
FURN I UNFURN NEAR CAMPUS
TOM 352 4671 AND 352 1800
Fum or unfurn 4 bdrm house
$500 mo A UN Aval immed In
eludes washer dryer, drahwashar.
fireplace, central arr 8 swim pool.
352 4456. 354-1110 attar 5pm
APT
TO SUBLET SUMMER-1
BDRM
COMFORTABLE. AC.
QUIET ON FOURTH 8 HIGH REASONABLE RENT CALL 352 4144
Acroas from campus 1 bdrm. fum.
apt. Aval, now'summer $160mo
pajadapoarl No pan 352-4131
Summer school accrjmriodehon'
Acroas from Rodgers Twd 2-bdrrn
Large apta Special summer ratea
3522858

FOR RENT 1 BDRM APT UNFURN
YOU PAY UTIL SI80 MO Deposit
required CALL JOHN AT 352 2764

Lamplgni Court Apartments 995 S
Mam Ph 352-7245 Furn studro
turn 1 b-i..i and unfurn 1 bdrm
Grao students & University personnel

BG NEWS

Summer renting close to campus 2
bdrm furnished $400 lor entire
summer CM 686-4232 before 4 00
and 352-8628 after 5 00 and on
weekends

May 7, 5 p.m.

1 1 2bdrm apta
9 « 12 Mo I
Rates from $235
10 $400 June $ Sept vacancraa
352-8985

SUMMER: 831 7th SI 2 bdrm turn
apts $300 for entire summer
SUMMER: 7 1 5- 71 9 Third SI
1 bdrm turn apts $350 entire summer
FALL:831 Seventh SI
2 bdrm (urn apts Set up for 4
persona Owner turn al utrl except
aractrrcity
FALL: 719 Third SI
Efficiency furnished
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
3S2-4SS3

Wllaaalll RENTALS
Houaes. apta . smgte rooms
PHONE 352-7365

Deadline:

FOR RENT Fumrahed house tor
summer room tor up to 4 people
Indnnduals or groups cat 362-8190
for mlo.
^_

Across irom Kohl Hal. deluxe accommodations lor 4 F students for
1982 83 Cal 352 2888

of the summer
Available: 106 University Hall

1982-83 SCHOOL YEAR
1.2 and 3-bdrm apta AVAILABLE
362-9457 OR 352 6917

1982 83 school year
two bedroom apartments
NEWLOVE APTS 352-5163

EDITOR

^B

56

SS

Green lediee Schwirm 3 epeed
breere model ancaaanl condrnon.
$76 Cal Frank 372-0288. day and
evenmge. 3541191

LOW SUMMER RATES
-House*
•2 bdrm apts
"1 bdrm apts
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
362-SU3

SO

49

E flat alto sanaphone. Maran Buafna. rwoal cond.. new pada and
reconditioned
S200
cal 6563742

FOR BENT

^B

ib

4a

I

W

USO ELECTIONS MAY 4 A 8
USO ELECTIONS MAY 4||
USO ELECTFONS MAY 4 > S

FEMALE GRADUATE STUDENT
WANTED TO LOOK FOR APT WITH
SAME CALL LISA 352 6713

n

37

1"
53

T-4HMT8
T-SHIRTS
T-SHIRTS
Loweat price a-Fa at deHvery
CallTrmor Jlm3S3-7011

13
4S

5!

Thanka to al my hiends lor al the
support theae past tew weeks
Pteeee stay m touch Gary

33

X
<?

III

■
■

It

Show off your rtess ttss summer w«h
a manicure or pedicure from
The A/rengemsnt
362 4101 or 352 4143

F RMTE NEEDED 82 83 SCH YR .
2 BORM FURN APT
2 FULL
BATHS DISHWASHER LOTS OF
CLOSET SPACE S COLLEGE 1
8TH ST CALL KAREN 354-1702 or
CLAUDIA a ANDREA 372 3836

11

21

Wn

fcT

Say "I Love You'
wimBesoone!
The Barsoonrnan 352 OOfli

SUMMER APT
- M
RMTES
NEEDED BLK FROM CAMPUS
CALL 354 1596
Twoone-bdrm apts tvti tail 82 1
brk from campus $190 utrl rncl
Call 353 385.5 or 352-8585
2 ANO 3 BDRM. APTS.
REASONABLE RATES. FOR
SUMMER * FALL. CALL 353-3855

2 bdrm turn apts AiC mcl
Summer rale $375 Akw avaaable
fCT'M 352 2663
APARTMENT TO SUBLEASE
JUNE-AUGUST 2 BLOCKS FROM
CAMPUS CALL KATHY 352-165
Duplex—Furnrshad for summer S fal
For 3 Lower duplex lumrahad. eummer a IM lor 4 Phone 3520839
Small luxury apt etlrcrant. private.
with own parking across Irom campus CM 352-0209 evens or weekend^
Now renting lor Summer A FM
Rooms m large house 3 balhs-2
kitchens One bat Irom campus 244
N Enterprise Pn 287 4348
1982 - 1989
" Houses
'2 bdrm apts
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT

3S2-6U3
ANSWER TO mEVIOUS PUZZLE

rim:.
Mi mi
Mill HI! I KI1MI1 mil'.
UHUMII HI II. III Mill) I
UlllllhiMI IIII llll 111
III II I ill II IM 1:1
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i mill i
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Proudly Presents

MICHAEL STANLEY HAND
Sunday May 16,1982
8:00pm. (Doors Open 7:00pm.)
Anderson Arena
All Tickets
SATURDAY APRIL 24 (TOMORROW)
TICKETS ON SALE
TO STUDENTS
Union Grand Ballroom
8:00am. - 5:00pm.
Admission to Union by
MAIN FRONT Door Only

$8.50

MONDAY APRIL 26
Tickets on Sale
To General Public
Finders(BG Only)
The Source
Union Ticket Office

A Perfect Ending to U.A.O. Good Times Week-end.
No food, beverages, smoking, or recording devices in Anderson Arena

